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Compiledand introduced by Angela Martin
I won't say I'm a feminist film-maker. . . I'm not makingwomen's films,
I'm makingChantalAkerman'sfilms. (London, 1979)
I do think [Jeanne Dielman] is a feminist film because I give space to
things which were never, almost never, shown in that way, like the daily
gesturesof a woman. (CameraObscura,1977:1 18)
This film perpetuates the out-dated attitude that a woman's sexuality is
not indigenous but bestowed by a man. (VirginiaDignam,MorningStar,
1.6.79)
The film's time-span covers a Tuesday (stew and potatoes), Wednesday
(wiener schnitzel) and heady Thursday (meat loaf . . .) . . . Relatively
speaking,the schnitzel was rather skimped, but I now know how to make
a meat loaf. (John Coleman,New Statesman, 1.6.79)
During the last few months three films by ChantalAkerman,a Belgian woman
film-maker, have come into distribution in Britain. Hopefully, they will be
booked for women's events, study groups and film courses, which will want
informationabout them. This is one reason for producinga dossieraroundthem:
most of the materialavailableon her films is only in the British Film Institute
library,and much of that is in French.
Another reason is that neither she nor her films are very well known here, despite the fact that she has obviously been a key film-makerin women's cinema
and that her films are relevant to a numberof currentdevelopmentsin feminist
film criticism. Some of us working in that area have been waiting a few years
now for the films to become availablein Britain.
Since the films are feature-length(or more) and in French, the cost of making
English-languageprints is enormous, but offset by their commercialpotential.
On the continent they play in relatively ordinarycinemas, and have played in
one Pariscinema for several months at a time. On the other hand they are not
actually commercial-typefilms, or even 'art cinema' films. Its clear, for example,
that the critics quoted above are entirely antipathetic,yet this is perhapsbecause
they were viewingthe films in a commercialfilm or art-cinemacontext.
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Thefilms therefore raise questions vis-a-visthe women's movement-we also
liketo go to the movies;why not? (especially to see films by women). Akerman
pointsout, however, that two women critics who could have interviewedher
declinedthe offer, one of them saying that her films were marginalto the
interestsof the women's movement. But surely a film (JeanneDielman) dealing
withCthedaily gesturesof a woman' cannot be so lightly dismissed?Is it the way
thesegestures are filmed, or is it that because some of us find houseworkboring
wedon't want to watch someone else doing it for some three hours? Whatever
theresponse, the fact of housework on the screen is alreadyimportant,and for
thisreasonour responseto it is importanttoo.
The dossier takes the following form: synopses of the films in distribution;
extractsfrom an interview with ChantalAkermanwhen she was in London in
Mayfor the opening of her films at the Institute of ContemporaryArts (ICA);a
discussionof some of the questions raised by the films; extracts from other
interviewsand articles, mostly translatedfrom French; a short filmographyand
some notes. The questions which are listed below (and which are not by any
meansexhaustive)could, in a sense, be placed anywhere, and it is for that reason
that they are in fact placed here. It was not the intention that anything else in
the dossierwould exactly answerthem, but I hope they and the materialincluded
here will contributeto further discussionaroundthe films and the relatedissues.
Cana film-makerwho claimsnot to be a feminist make feminist films?
Should we expect a feminist film to speakto us directly and immediately?Or is
it acceptable to suggest that films which require work on our part (as audience)
are not necessarilyelitist, and can be equallyrewarding?
Are we looking for imagesof realwomen or films which are reallyabout women?
Is a new women's languagepossible? How would it relate to visualimagery?Is a
new languagenecessary,if indeed positive images do exist now (see responsesto
Julia, and so on)? Or, as LauraMulvey points out, does the new only grow Cout
of the workof confrontationthat is done' vis-a-vistraditionalforms of expression
and communication?
Should we attempt to understandbetter the forms through which images are
produced?Is it importantto distinguishbetween 'reality and its representation'?
Oris the image (the representation)all we need to talk about?
Chantal Akerman began working in a way marginal to the film production
system (see the inteniew), but is now in the position of having to take on that
system, which includes having her films screened at festivals to get recognition;
distributionon a commercial(or at least financially viable) basis;and the press.
This has a numberof implications,since none of those institutions is in the main
touched by feminism. Eventually, however, it does also have to do with the way
we respond to the films, since we read the press,go to cinemasand so on. But to
what extent?
How do we cope with the individualisminherent in the notion of 'the artist' in
relation to the preferencein sexual politics for a notion of collectivity? Is it a
problem?
.
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A number of questions arise about the specific films, but the extracts have been
chosen in relation to these. There is a more general one relating directly to all
the films, though: the question of voyeurism. The lesbian love-makingscene in
Je Tu II Elle is discussed (below) in terms of whetherit meets the requirements,
as it were-the conventions-of pornography,or whetherm fact certainformal
elements prohibit this response on the part of the audience. In JeanneDielman,
John Colemanfeels: 'This orgasm-bitis bound to strike the serious-mindedas an
unfortunate bow to crass commerchlism . . .', while MarshaKinder, in Film
Quarterly,says of the bathroom sequence that 'the graphic details destroy the
eroticism . . -.'. Thus the question of looking is very important. Who looks at
whom; whose look does the camerarepresent;how are we as the audienceplaced
in relation to that point of view and what it shows? And this question of voyeurism is no less important in terms of News from Home and its long, staticeamera
shots of people in the streets and on the subway.
From this question arises the further one of desire and its fulfilment or the
pleasure of potential fulfilment, or the discomfort of its denial. Not only in
terms of the pleasureof looking (sexually), but also in terms of the pleasurewe
derive from a film narrative-reaching the end of a story (the resolution of an
enigma set up at the beginningof a film). What kind of pleasure do we derive
from Akerman'sfilms, if we do, and it we don't, where does the displeasurelie?

Synopsesof the films in distribution
Je Tu n Elle (1974)-a black and white film (of 95 minutes) which is in three
parts. Julie, Akermanalone over severaldays in a room with very little furniture
which she constantly moves aound or removes totally from the room-it's an
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isolated spacewithin which everythingthat needs to be done is done, and changes
take place, to the limits of the room, the frameand the capabilityof the camera
(to take everythingin or exclude all but one object). Whenshe attempts to mrrite
to her lover, the cameragoes right in to the letter. She then hitches a lift with a
lorry driver, who talks in monologue under the pretext of conversation,about
himself, his life and his sexuality. She helps him masturbate.Lastly she goes to a
girlfriend'sapartment,takes food from her and then seduces her. There is a long
sequence of them making love, and the film ends with Julie leaving in the
morning.

Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai de Commerce,1080 Bnexelles (1975)-in colour (3
hours 20 minutes). This is one of the most difficult films to synopsize. Jeanne
Dielman (Delphine Seyrig) is a Belgian widow with a teenage son. There is little
communicationbetween them, and what there is is functional; the same is true
with other people she comes into contact with. Much of the film-time is concerned with the minutiae of her daily routine. The film covers three days, and
elements of the routine are repeated with precision so that even objects not in
use express and emphasize the ritual. But this routine makes space for prostitution as well, which eventually disruptsthe order of her daily life.

News from Home (1976)-colour
(85 minutes) is, visually, a series of static
camera shots of New York-streets, pavements, fronts of buildings,the doors
of a subway train. The sound-trackis made up of emphasizednoise from the
streets, the train and so on, and intermittently of Chantalreadingletters from
her mother in Belgium. The final, long sequenceis a single take of the Statue of
Libertyfrom the Staten IslandFerry.
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An intemew with ChantalAkerman
AngelaMartin-It's important to mention that you're not making small films;
you're making feature-lengthfilms, which even now not many women are doing.
Do you consider yourself to be a woman makingfilms or a feminist film-maker?
ChantalAkerman-I'm a film-maker,but I won't say I'm a feminist film-maker.
Immediatelyyou do an interview,they say-oh, you're makinga woman'sfilm.
No, I'm not making women's films, I'm making Chantal Akerman's films. I
didn't decide to make films with feminist points or to changesocial structures;I
decidedto make films, to work in that medium, with that art. It so happensI'm
a woman and aware of certain problems, but that isn't my main concern in
makingmovies. But, you know, the way I am feminist-to a certainextent-is
that I'm very confident in my feelings about what I should do. I'm not someone
who thinks that because I'm a woman my thoughts are less good. In that respect
I can say I am feminist but not in others. I mean, sure, I think about all the
obvious questions about women -like work and abortion. It's certain that
womenare oppressed and I'm not unaware of it, but I didn't feel it myself,
becauseI started in a marginalway. Which means I wasn't confronted with the
system. I worked myself to put money together-in offices, coffee bars and
thingslike that; I didn't go to institutions or financial backers. I provided the
moneymyself by working in another field, then working at night in the editing
room, getting a camera for nothing, with £300, £100, £500-that
kind of
budget.So with no money and no confrontation with the industry-just very
marginal-I wasn't ashamed to do it and I didn't care whether anyone was
interestedor not. Then I had made a few movies and they were shown in festivals
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and got good reviews. At that point everybody was talking about women, and
since I was ready to make a feature with more money, I applied to the Belgian
governmentand it was the right time.
AM-Did you train anywhere?
CA-I spent a few months at a Belgianschool but I left-it was supposedto be
four years. I worked for myself, with other people-but not as an assistantor
anything like that. The first movie I made was my own and ambitious, but I
achieved what I wantedin that project, so it gave me confidence. I know a lot of
young people who want to begin with a big feature and big actors. I didn't do it
that way; I built up my confidence little by little, step by step, film by film.
AM-Did you have any overallproject when you started?
CA-It wasn't definite, you know. I always wanted to act or write. After I saw
one film in particular [Pierrot le Fou, by Jean-LucGodard], which really did
impress me, I decided to make movies instead of acting or writing. But, you
know, I hadn't heard of feminism or socialism at the time, I was just interested
in style, in expression. I saw the film once and got energy from it. Now I just
rememberthe song and the colour, but no more, and I don't want to see it again.
AM-Pierrot le Fou was quite avant-garde. . .
CA-It didn't look avant-gardeto me when I was fifteen. I had seen maybe ten
films in my whole life, but never Jean-LucGodard's.WhenI saw it I didn't know
his name. I wasjust going out on a Saturdaynight with a friend, we didn't know
what to do and we saw the name of the picture, so we decided to try and get
into it, even though we were under age. We were young girls and it didn't look
avant-gardeto us. And I'm sure that could be the case for a lot of people, but
the press makesit difficult . . . The film was very close to my feelirlgsat the time.
AM-What was the budget for JeanneDielman?
CA-Around £100,000.
AM-Did you tell them what it was going to look like?
CA-No, I got the money for another script I intended to shoot, but after a
while I hated that script and just wrote JeanneDielman, which was also about a
woman.
AM -It's a film which both makes you aware that it's a film unlike-saymost Hollywood films (which hide the fact of being a film in order to tell a
story), yet I could imagine my mother, who is not used to avant-gardefilms,
understandingwhat'sgoing on in it.
CA-My father and mother, who don't know anything about movies, never
read listen to music, go to the theatre, just working people, they loved it. My
father said to me: I couldn't stand the first fifteen minutes, but after that I was
so fascinated,when it finished I was sad. So, it's not a difficult film.
AM-Have they seen News from Home?
CA-My mother loved it, but my father was angrybecause I used my mother's
letters and people would know his businesswasn't going well andthings like that.
AM-Is the film in a way your answerto those letters?
yes, to some extent. But that's too easy, it limits the movie too
CA-No-mm,
much. It's my relationshipto New York. But to some extent, you are right. You
know, when I went to New York, I didn't tell anyone I was going, I just wrote to
my mother when I was there. It wasn't the first time I'd left home-I'd left
before to live in Paris.But it was the first time I hadn't said anythingand that I
was going so far. So, I know my mother quite well and I wrote to her a lot so she
wasn't too anxious. And she wrote to me too. So I was there seven months and
then left and I went back a few months later. And I was in the plane and I
thought-my mother is going to send me those letters again.And I was already
F.R.

Vol. 3-c
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imaginingmy life in New York. That's how I got the idea of the film. It's more
like the shock between her life, her world and what New York really is.
AM-Do you find New York productivefor work?
CA-Very much. It's very exciting, it gives >,ou a lot of energy. At the time, I
didn't have any money, but I had no chains like you have when you're in your
own city. I could do whateverI wanted. Who cared?That was very energizing
for me.
AM-Presumably your films are better known in the States than they are here
thus far?
CA-Yes. I was very surprisedat how little they're known here. There was a
woman I met this morning who just didn't want to make the effort, because my
name isn't big enough. They'd rather write about Superman. The more they
write about Superman,even to criticizeit, the more well-knownit becomes. It's
very easy to say Clint Eastwood is macho; it's much more difficult to write
about my movies and make them known.
AM-Unfortunately we haven't yet seen Les rendezvousd'Anna [Akerman's
latest film] here-it was shown at the Berlin Film Festival?
CA-No, it was shown on ZDF (one of the GermanTV stations). They gave me
some money towards the budget-and also towards the budget of News from
Home.
AM-Did you have any problemswith them?
CA-No they're wonderful . . .
AM-It's very importantto mention that here . . .
CA-I know. I called someone at the BBC-he didn't know my name; well,
why should he? But I told him I was going to make a film from an IsaacBashevls
Singer story (The Estate and the Manor) and he didn't know who that was . . .
We'vejust bought the rightsand we're trying to raisethe money.
AM-I was very impressedby Je Tu II Elle when I saw it recently . . .
CA-It's very impressive-very rough too. It's very hard for me to talk about
that film. If I wasn't acting in it myself I wouldn't care so much. But I can't
stand seeing myself doing those things in the film. When I did it, my movies
were hardly being shown at all. So I didn't have a relationshipwith the public.
I didn't know what that meant at the time. And there were just three of usthe camerawoman,a friend who was helping, and me. So it was very easy to
make and I wasn't ashamed. But I wouldn't dare do that again-I was completely unawareof how strongit would appear.
AM-What impressedme was the lesbian love-makingscene, but as much, the
scene with the lorry driver,because it's even more rare to have male sexuality
talked about in a film. Whatkind of feedback have you had?
CA-It's strange-from some women who have problems about their own
lesbianism.They say it's not like that-you know, it wasn't charmingor nicelooking. That was one point -like it wasn't shown in a very aesthetic way,
which for me makesit strongX
AM-Presumably that would precisely be a complaint about other films (that
is, pornographicfilms)?
CA-Well, you know, they have problems with their own image, which is very
understandable.I can't stand myself in the movie. I'm not a model and I know
what it's like, it's hard. It's hard for people to talk about it too, they talk around
the movie. And critics don't seem to write in their own name. At the same time,
everybody has a lot of personal problems, but they don't deal with this in their
writing. It's as if their writingis coming from somewhereelse. One guy (a critic)
fell in love with my actressin Rendezvousd 'Annaand couldn't stand her making
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love with a man in the movie. Nor that she talksto her mother about the relationship she has with another woman. But he doesn't write in that way; he writes as
if he has the truth about everything.That's the whole problem with critics. They
can never be objective. That's OK, but they don't have to pretend to be. In
France, some of them are homosexual men, which is Ol(, but it gives them one
criticalpoint of view, and they don't say that in their reviews.You know-,people
can do whatever they want, but if they have the power that cntics have, they
have to be less pious.

Notes on the issuesraisedfor feminismby ChantalAkerman'sfilms
It should be said straight away that inteniews are very vulnerableto the conditions ill which they're conducted. The long one with Cahzersdu Cinems quoted
from below begins with a short account of why-it is their third attempt. Mine
with Akermanwas not arrangeduntil the last minute and thereforehad not been
planned. Unfortunately, at the time we both had headaches.It obviously helps,
in addition, to come early in a series of inteniews-otherwise the questions and
answersinevitably get repetitive and tired. But there are other factors too. Had I
realised that Chantal would respond to one of the first questions being about
feminismin such a way I wouldn't have startedthere. However. . .
What does an interview (or a discussion) with a film-makermean to our understanding of her or his film? Cana film-makeradd anything, and if so, what does
that imply about the film and our relationshipto it as audience?
There are film-makerswho prefer not to talk about theit work because film is
their way of speaking;if you need to ask them questions about it, either you
aren't sensitive enough or it hasn't been successful. Others have made a policy
decision always-or as often (or for as long) as is practicable-to accompany
theit films and engage in discussion with an audience. Both these situations
imply, in a way that the source of meaning of a film lies in its director.This is
reinforced by what sometimes happens when film-makersappear with their
films. In a sense, the meaning of the film is often immediately anchored by
whatever the film-makersays about it. But obviously the usefulness of such a
dialogue depends on how the film-makerviews her or his work in the cinema.
John Ford, for example, used the cinema to tell stories; ChantalAkerman,on
the other hand, is workingon how cinema constructsstories.
The suggestion of a relationship between the film-maker'sintentions and the
look of the film therefore implies that everythingthat has gone into producing
that surface appearanceis due solely to her or his creativity. It ignores other
factors like the script the production situation (for example, major studio or
small crew and small budget), the technical skills and the professional codes
that operate them (for example, soft lightingon women's faces and harderlighting on men's). It also assumesthat we won't have our own interpretations(readings) of a film when we see it. For example, it was really only when black film
critics began to be more widely read that the racism of John Ford's films was
shown to have been overlookedby white critics;similarly,the position of women
in Ford's films when women critics started writing from a feminist perspective.
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The directoras creator
The importance accorded a film director (over and above other people working
on a film) comes from a notion of 'the artist and his creativity':
. . . an intuitive, mystical rapport is proposed between spectator and
creator,at best a matter of hit and miss. (Mulvey, 1979;7)
which is very much part of the Europeancinema context in which ChantalAkerman works.
A great many people working throughout the cinema would like to (or do) see
themselves as artists, but the Europeancinemas have the idea more firmly built
into them than the mainstreamAmericancinema, which has until recently had
the general notion that a film should only entertain and make money. (Of
course, it still has that idea, but in recent years has discovered that 'artistic'
movies can make money too: for example,Julia, TaxiDriver,Alice Doesn't Live
Here Any More.)
But it is quite within the Europeanart cinema tradition that a film-makerwith
Akerman's concerns (see Godard, Straub/Huillet, Fassbinder)is able to make
feature-lengthfilms which are not such immediatelyobvious commercialcertainties. (Though it is, of course, also partly a result of the existence of the women's
movement that Akerman,a woman film-maker,is equally now giventhat opportunity.) And it is in line with this Europeantradition that we-and Akerman
too-talk about 'ChantalAkerman'sfilms'.
The notion of 'a ChantalAkermanfilm' may appearto contradictthe concern of
the women's movement to breakdown the elevationof the individualby asserting
the notion of collectivity. It could be argued,though, that given the enormity of
the framework of cinema production, it is necessary for women to assert their
right, equal to that of any male director,to make films at every level. Additionally, however, I would suggestthat there are two ways in which Akermanbreaks
with traditional cinema: her work in the avant-garde,and her work on images of
women; and that this is in itself an importantintervention.

Showingus the world 'as it is'
Other Europeandirectorshave, as much as their recent Americancounterparts,
used the techniques of cinema to create the impression of a window through
which they show us the world 'as it is'. Becauseof this aesthetic of 'realism',our
response to their films is often at the level of whether what we see throughtheir
window is like the view we have from ours. We have protested at the stereotypic
images of women as dumb blondes, subservienthousewives, prostitutes with or
without heart, calculatingand inevitably callous career women and so on. And
our demand for images of women which relate more to the real as we see it, is
satisfied, it would seem, by the fact that the images of women are shown as if
real in many European films (by Bergman,Truffaut) and some of the latest
Americanfilms like Klate, Alice Doesn't Live Here Any More,Julia. Hence, even
if they don't seem like us they must be like somebody, and often we respondto
them equally as if real:
The moment that disturbsme most in Alice . . . Alice and her beau finally
quarrel [over whether or not her son talks like a sailor]. Alice stalks off in
a tearful huff . . . It's a potential turningpoint and a very loaded moment,
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but the film fritters it away by making Kristoffersonbeg forgivenessand
promise to changehis ways. Whaton earth has he done? Onlygotten tough
with her, in a way that director Scorsese . . . should have attempted to
himself. (my italics) (Maslin, 197 5 :454)
. . . the agony and frenzy of A WomanUnderthe Influence almost justify
his decision to begin the film in mid-breakdown,with its heroine's madness an inadequately explained given. Perhapshe intended . . . to make
hers a nightmareevery woman in the audiencecould understand,with the
vague underpinnings of her rage and horror meant to universalize the
experience. In any case, it doesn't work, largelybecauseGenaRowlands unlike Liv Ullmannor Joanne Woodward,who can sometimesfunction as
Everywoman- is unique . . . (my italics) (Maslin, 197 5 :47-8)
Bergman has probed, penetrabted,and allowed her to reveal and extend
herself in ways that no other director. . . has daredto do . . . Havinglived
with Ullmann for some five or six years, Bergmanknows her moods and
contradictions . . . The film [Scenes from a Marnage] is ultimately not
about Ullmann/Marianne'sgrowth in understandingherself so much as
with Bergman'sunderstandingof Ullmann.(Haskell, 1974:118)
Alice is seen as a realperson, outside the written script almost, to whom Scorsese
should relate;because Gena Rowlandsis unique, it is almost as if she were breaking down in the film rather than the charactershe plays, and her uniqueness
ironically somehow prevents us from identifying with the character; and in
Scenes from a Marriagethe truth is guaranteedbecause it's really about Bergman
and Ullmann'srelationshiptogether and not fiction after all.
In a sense, using such arguments(that is, in terms of realisticportrayal)to discuss
films vis-a-vispatriarchyis ratherlike bangingyour head againsta wall that you
know won't fall down because it's too well concreted and your head is not the
best weapon to use on it. You need similartools to the ones that built it. And
it's not a question of saying there is no truth at all about the world in the kind
of films mentioned above; it is rather a matter of working out how that particulartruth was constructedand situatingit in relation to other truths.
The spectatorand the critic
In the last section I jumped between spectator as member of an audience and
spectator as critic without signalling,partly because I think that in the kind of
writing quoted above, the critic (particularlyin most journalisticreviewing)is
often only once removedfrom any other spectator.
The women's movement has insisted on the importance of the personal, and
personalresponse to films is very important and totally valid. I personally find
Chantal Akerman'sfilms pleasurable,but I'm not sure I should assume anyone
other than my close friends would find it interestingto know that.
But in a sense, this is what many journalisticcritics believe, or at least it seems it
is what they are paid for-to expound from their personal point of view. And
although such critics would probably acknowledge that this is their point of
view, which you are entitled to disagreewith, they do tend to assumethat theirs
is more valid since it is more refined. It may well be that a critic's comments are
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insightful, but in this respect insight is relative. Sometimesthey say more about
the critic than about the object underreview. John Coleman,in the New Statesman, is obviously unable to situate JeanneDielman anywhereother than in relation to his attitude that what is importantin the world does not have to do with
whetheror how you show housework.
The audience Colemanaddresseshimself to is perhaps-in general-assumed
to be one that is always looking for sensitive portrayalsof its own concerns,
which include films like The Deer Hunter, An Unmamed Womanand Hard
Core as much as Claire'sKnee and The Man WhoLoved Women,to which he
will guide them. But this throws up a problem. If someone suggestedgoing to
watch a movie lasting three hours about housework, would you be enticed?
Well, obviously some people are and some aren't. The real question here is
what one goes to watch films for. Do we want entertainment,gentle persuasion
of an argument,or active engagementwith a film (either about its form or its
content or both)7 It makes a difference, but the whole viewing situation suggests that it doesn't (and John Colemansimply views all films within that context). Given that Akerman'sfilms don't so easily fit into this viewing pattern,
how do we view them?
Akerman'sfilms, exhibition and the press
Akerman'sfilms compoundmanyof these problemsof exhibition and audience
response. The three now in distributionare feature-lengthor longer and made
with relatively big budgets. The cost of putting them into distributionis high
and requiresnot just new prints but English-languagesub-titled prints. If they
are to be successfuLlydistributedthey need to be known about. This requires
them to be opened in London on a commercialbasis. And in orderfor films to
be commercially successful (so neither the film-maker,the cinema owners or
the distribution company lose money-not to mention other people further
back down the line), they have to be written about in the national press.This
is a fact of life if we want to see more films by women at the cinema(that is,
the commercialfilm circuit).
Previously Akerman could talk about not caringif anyone saw her films; now
she is more widely known; her budgetsare getting bigger(the next film project
is a majorone); and the pressis an inevitablepart of this.
But the terms in which the press talks about films are not the terms in which
Akerman'sfilms are made. In other words, the press does not just talk about
whether films are realistic or not, but also about the subject matter-what is
the narrative,and is there some universaltruth here? And if the women's press
treats Akerman'sfilms differently than the general press on this last score, it's
perhapsbecauseof the recognitionthat they are about women.
Akerman'sfilms and feminism
To go back to an original point: the important question for feminism, as
C}wistineGledhillpoints out (see below), is not-is it a film about real women?
but-is it really about women? What does it tell us about the position of
women in the world and in art? Jeanne Dielman, for example, could in this
sense be crudely comparedto Alice . . . They are both women alone with teenage sons. In Alice . . . we have a story about a woman in this situation which is
entertaining,we can identify with it. But if the question of 'real women' and
their relationshipto o2erlives is really important, where is our relationshipto
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this story of Alice? Unless we are really in a similarsituation there are certain
limitations on what the film can say directly to each of us. Jeanne Dielman, on
the other hand, is about a female situation which is much more mundaneand
at the same time more fundamentalto the position of women in society. We
are not, in this film, pulled along on a wave of realism and emotion, but are
impelled to watch and reflect on the process, the gestures of the daily lives of
the majorityof women.
Obviously the project in each film is different. Alice . . . offered us a kind of
'positive heroine', something we had been looking for; perhapsJanet Maslindid
not feel she had found one. Another difference between the two films is their
relationshipto us as spectator. Alice . . . invites us to sit back and enjoy;Jeanne
Dielman expects us to sit up and pay attention. One is entertainment;the other
engagement.For this reason, Akerman'sfilms require,if not a differentviewing
situation, at least a different viewing attitude. When friends have asked me if
going to see one of the Akermanfilms at the weekend is a good idea, I find it
difficult to answer simply, yes, without saying, well, it's not a normalSaturday
night type of movie.
.

.

ePc . . :. .:

. ..za.>;

+

Akerman'sfxlms,feminBmand the avant-garde
In the sense of narrativewe are used to, Akerman'sfilms do not have a beginning, middle and end. In News from Home there is no characterto identify
with, and in the other two identification is not a concern in the conventional
sense. The form/languageof film is not hidden as it is in mainstream:there is
often a minimal use of sound or an excess of it; there is often either no dialogue, or there is a voiceever, or it is difficult to hear what is said;the camera
is often static and the shots of such length that their duration and the nonmovement of the camera become 'apparent',particularlyin relation to their
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content and its conventionalrepresentation.
LauraMulvey'sexcellent article on 'Feminismand the AvantXarde' (Mulvey,
Spring1979) discusseshow:
. . . feminists have recently come to see that the argumentsdevelopedby
the modernist avant-gardeare relevant to their own struggleto develop a
radicalaesthetic . . . The questions posed by the avant-garde,consciously
confronting traditionalpractice, often with a political motivation, working on ways in which aesthetic challengesalter relationsboth with modes
of representationand with expectations in consumption-all these questions anse similarlyfor women . . . (Mulvey, Spring 1979:4)
particularlyin view of the desire to find a new languagefor women, or at least
to find out if one is possible. As Mulveypoints out:
. . . the crucial problem has to be faced: whether the new can be discovered, like a gold-mine in a garden;or whether the new grows only out
of the work of confrontationthat is done. (Mulvey, Spring1979:4)
Much avantsarde work is concerne-donly with confrontation at the level of
form (that is, with the formal means of re-presentingthe world without narrative or fiction):
But women cannot be satisfied with an aesthetic that restricts countercinema to work on form alone. Feminism is bound to its politics; its
experimentation cannot exclude work on content . . . (Mulvey, Spring
1979 :9)
The importance of Akerman'swork is that it is on both these levels at the same
time. And, to come back to the original question, the importance of her comments on her own work and cinema in general is that she contributes through
her work to the debate about representationand women.

Extractson Akerman,women'scinemaand feministcriticism
Cahiersdu Cinema: How do you situate yourself in relationto women's cinema
as it exists now . . . and in relation to ideas about the feminine look as havinga
differentvision of the world?
ChantalAkerman:I don't know how to situate myself. But actually I do believe
that if we achieve real decolonisation(even if we aren'tthere yet, it's important
to say it, to know it), there can be a female language,which would not, however,
be the same for all women. There are some silly ideas around:for example, I'm
often asked why I always place my cameraso low. It's probably quite simply
relatedto my height and the position from which I view things. Recently I've
beentaken to see Ozu's films, because it seems they resembleJeanneDielman:
it's trlle Ozu also looks from low down, but it's also true that the Japaneseare
often seated on the ground. That in itself is already important. I also believe
that we have a rhythm, if only sexually, physically, biologically, which is differentfrom that of men . . .
It's really a hard problem to try to say what differentiates a woman's
rhythm in film because a man can use these same forms of expression. I
don't know if we have the words,if they exist yet. I don't think we know
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enough about women's films even to . . . I can talk about myself but I
can't speak in a general,theoretical way at all. I just think that I've finally
reached the right point, meaningthat I agreewith what I do. It's not like I
feel one way and my work expresses something else. But I can't define it
any more theoretically. We speak of 'women's rhythm', but it isn't necessarily the same for all women. I also think that Hollywood doesn't express
a man's rhythm either, but the rhythm of capitalismor fascism. Men are
cheated by it too.
But you know, some theorists say it is because we experience pleasurein
another way than men do. Sexual pleasure.I really think that in movies
it's right there. When I saw Hotel Monterey again this morning, I really
thought it was an erotic film. I felt that way-la jouissance du woir.*
(Interviewwith Akerman,CameraObscllra,1977:121)
. . . And that is a question of the level of consciousness.For example: is it true
that a woman can fantasize having violence done to her, or not? I don't know
and nor do I know if it's somethinggenerallylearned.But I know for myself and
for other women, that one can have that desire.Well, that's anothermatter. But
if that level of discoursegoes on unconsciously,at the level of cinema,it's serious,
especially at this moment. So, if an awarenessis developed,a level of consciousness is reached: one won't produce that cinema unconsciously. One can say it,
but it must be said with consciousness.I don't want to say it's necessaryto make
'positive' films, saying exactly how things must be and offering solutions, but
even so I think it's necessaryto have a conscious relationshipwith oneself. Conscious to a certain point, because not everything is calculated and the most
interesting things-are often erased from consciousness. Perhaps in five, ten,
twenty years, I don't know, there could be films in which women expressthemselves in a completely different language. And men too, but different again.
(Interviewin Cahiersdu Cinema,July 1977:36)
Cahiersdu Citiema:In the films by women that have most interested me, what
often seems to me to be most new and surprisingis a different way of filming
women, of filming men. In Jeanne Dielman, for example, and no doubt it's
becauseI'm a man, I found the son much more touching. Similarlythe lorry
driverin Je Tu n Elle.
CA:I don't know, I haven't really thought about it. But I believe it's not how
one films men or women, it's simply how one films. (Interviewin Cahiersdu
Cinema,July 1977 :36)
Theproblem for feministanalysisof the impulseof traditionalcriticismto locate
meaningin characteris first that it leads the critic into moralisticassessmentof
theheroine and her subjectivity in terms of its truth to the actual condition of
women,or to supposed female aspiration,or to a feminist perspectiveon either.
Theproblem with this is that ideologicalmyths about women are as much a part
of the real world as any other construct. Thus to use a particularindividual's
notionof 'the realistic'as a criterionof truth can only lead to disagreement,and
ifused simply to dismiss what is defined as stereotypical, to the eliminationof
thechance to examine the power of recognition which certain characterstructuresmay invoke.
*The pleasure of looking, but jouissance refersmore specifically to sexual pleasurerelatingto orgasm.
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Second, as I harrealreadysuggested,the characterbecomes the dominantelement
in the text, the focus of its 'truth'in terms of which all other aesthetic structures
are read. Such a procedureignoresthe fact of characteras a productionof these
mechanismsand of its structurallocation within the narratiare.
As I hope to show
in terms of film noir, these structuraldeterminantscan be crucialin affecting the
degreeor otherwiseof ideologicalcontrolover the character.If a positiereheroine
is to be created, who can speak from and for the woman's point of view, then
there has to be a change in the structures of fictional production and these
harrefirst to be identified for their patriarchaldeterminations.
The concept of the woman'sdiscourseavoidsthis collapse of text into character:
it is equally valuablein that it cuts acrossthe formlcontent divisionand similarly
the division fictionlsociety. A discourseis sharedby a socially constituted group
of speakersor particularsocialpractice,providesthe terms of what can or cannot
be said, and includes all those items, aesthetic, semantic, ideological, social,
which can be said to speak for or refer to those whose discourseit is. It is to be
distinguishedfrom point of view in that the latter is attached to a particular
characteror authorialposition, while a discoursestretches acrossthe text through
a variety of different articulations,of which characteris only one; it need not be
coherent but can be broken by a numberof shorteror longer gaps or silences.
A filmic text is composed of a variety of different discourseswhich may be organized along class, racial or genderlines, to name a few. The structuralcoherence
of the text arisesfrom the inter-relationsof its discourses,while ideologicalhegemony is gained by the power of the discoursecarryingthe dominantideology to
place and define the 'truth' of the others. Withinpatriarchalculturethe various
discoursesthat interweavethrough a specific text are so organizedalong gender
lines as to give priority to the 'male discourse'. One form of subversion that
-feminists will look for, then, are those moments when in the genericplay of convention and stereotype the male discourseloses control and the woman's voice
disrupts it, making its assumptions seem 'strange'. From this perspective, the
question the feminist critic asks is not 'does this image of woman please me or
not, do I identify with it or not?' but rather of a particularconjunctureof plot
device, character,dialogue or visual style: {whatis beingsaid about women here,
who is speaking,for whom?9 (Gledhill, 1978: 12-13)
Akermanascribesher direct and non-prurientattitude to sexuality to her Jewish
background. It is a backgroundthat has affected her work in other ways. In
Les rendezvousd'Anna (yet to be releasedin the UK) Anna'sjourney takes on a
historic dimension echoing the Jewish emigrationwest. But in other films you
can see a tension between the strength of family ties and the heritage of an
unsettled past. Present restlessness,self-imposeduprooting bringsabsence, particularly of the mother, into relief. It is difficult to tear away the difference
between Chantal'suse of her own life and experiences and her narrative,her
transformationof her life into the raw materialof fiction. (Mulvey, 1979)

Extractson Je Tu n Ene
When I say: the woman at the centre of ChantalAterman's films is her, I'm not
talking about autobiography.Autobiography-doing one's own portrait-is an
idea of men. They recount their adolescence, their first sexual excitements, the
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stirrings caused by Bernadette Lafont's short skirt. Autobiography is Truffaut's
idea in Les 400 Coups, it's Eustache and his Amoureuses,it's Drach, it's Claude
Berri. It's what is called in English being self-indulgent: that's to say, being indulgent toward the small child one has been. . . When Chantal Akerman puts herself
in Saurema Ville,La Chambre,Je, Tu, n, Elle, she is not doing her own portrait.
She is speaking of woman, of a woman at the same time abstract and universal.
She is an abstraction of woman, a concretization of all women . . . I believe the
nuance between the male-autobiographical film and Chantal Akerman originates
in this: male film-makers who see themselves as small boys always believe themselves to be unique. Or, more exactly, the unique issue of Proust or of Portraitof
the Artist Joyce. Unique and like their illustrious elders. Chantal Akerman puts
herself, naked, in her own films and talks about her 'difference'. Using words
and images without reference, since women don't have an artistic or literary past,
or very little of one. (Clouzot, 1976 :67-8)
Cahiers du Cinema: . . . The way you filmed the sexual relationship is quite violent. Why this scene?
Chantal Akerman: It's the story of someone who is in crisis precisely because
other girl. Despite this she's
things don't work out with another person-this
going back to see her after a long time. She refuses everything, knowing very
well it's not a real refusal. So there's a tension there as between people who
haven't seen each other in a long time. That's on the level of narrative. And
there's also the fact that since it's not the norm, the outcome is uncertain; that
partly explains the violence. I conceived that scene in three moments. First, the
moment of discovery, which is more a collision of bodies, followed by a more
tender moment, and then something more erotic. That was a little bit the idea.
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So again it wasn't a question of signalling:they've lain down together. There's
nothing of interest in that. It would just move the narrativeon to something
else or the whole film would have been about that statement. Whereashere it's
experienced differently. And if it's violent, that's because it's a passionate
relationshipand a contradictoryone. Why can't women's relationshipswith each
other also be violent, even if it's not what people would like to see? I would
show what fitted the situation without seeking a generalimage, a discourse. In
any case the film wasn't made for that. I think showing a relationshipbetween
women is already not bad, it's sufficient in itself as a discourse. (Cahiers d
Cinema,July 1977)
I believe in particularthat the long sexual sequence, as close as is possible both
to porn and to its destruction, takes its violence from the conjunction of four
elements: its introductionby a laconic voice-off - ' She said I'd have to leave in
the morning'; the announcement-advertisement even-of a time limit subverts
the intemporality and the glorious sense of eternity of porn sex scenes. At the
same time, by the neutrality with which it is pronounced, it forbids any adventurous implication linked to the idea of a 'hasty meeting', any connotation of
pathos attachedto the idea of precariousnessand transience;the presenceof two
women in the picture, one of whom-of primaryimportance-is the film-maker
herself, in the process of maturing (in porn cinema, female homosexuality is
never more than one of a numberof elements in male sexual fantasy);the length
of the three shots and the fixed frame, when it is the rule to fragment,cut up,
multiply the number of camera angles and close-ups, no doubt with a view to
prompting hope of an inexhaustiblevariety in the sexual relations. One would
be unable to illustrate better than here what Lacan formulates as tte little two
bodies clasping each other manageto achieve together in a moment, except to
struggleagainst each other and tear each other apart (which is almost the case)
or, at best, to regressorally into sucking each other away (which is exactly the
case); finally, and perhaps above all, the noise, the insistence of sounds, as
opposed to the silence or the obligatory glorifying music in such a case (not
even to mention the grotesque pantings or howls of pleasure,synchronized or
added on). (Narboni, 1977, La quatriemepersonne du singulier*:7)

Extractson Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quaidu Commerce,1080 Bruxelles
Cahiersdu Cinema: There is the painting by Magrittethat representsan apple
andhas this is not an apple written underneath.
Chantal Akerman: Yes, but it's what Magritte'salways on about. It's not an
apple,but even so it refersto an apple, it representsan apple and it means: apple.
And that's not new, it relates to a time (at the beginningof photographyand the
cinema)when people had difficulty distinguishingbetween reality and its representation. That goes on even now. There are a lot of people who ask me, for
example, if this woman Jeanne Dielman really existed. I answer them with
Magritte,but at the same time this woman on the screenrefersto a woman . . .
(Interviewwith Cahiersdu Cinema,July 1977)
JeanneDielman is not realism,it's hyper-realism:schematizinga reality in such a
waythat when we see Delphine (Seyrig) make a coffee we see all the women in
*The fourth person singular.
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the world makingcoffee. It's worked as a schema: she doesn't add her own madness to these gestures, she doesn't make superfluous movements, she doesn't
huff and puff.
It's a work of mise en scene:** I wanted precise gestures, defined within the
space, which she did very well. It wasn't necessary for her to play a character
with particularhabits or particularways . . .
People didn't want to be challengedwith this image of Delphine,which suggested
that she oughtn't to do washingup. It was even strongerwith all this behind it.
It's part of the myths we trail around about women. If I'd used my mother, it
would have been just my mother. It was importantthat it be an actress,because
it wasn't just Jeanne Dielman. Otherwise, each gesture would not have had the
essence of that gesture,its truth . . .
Above all I wanted to work on languageby taking images which, in the cinema
in general,tend to get ellided and are the most devalued.
Because there is a hierarchyin images. For example, a car accident or a kiss in
close-up, that's higherin the hierarchythan washingup. Washingup is the lowest,
especially from behind. And it's not by accident, but relates to the place of
woman in the social hierarchy.Moreover,if I had shown JeanneDielmanmaking
love with the two clients, a close-up of her mouth and the perspirationwhen she
washesup, her curvedbacketc.-I could havemade the audiencecry, but I would
have been workingwith traditional cinema. With the same subject I could have
made a commercialfilm: not showing what generallydevelops within the ellipsis.
WhereasI workwith imageswhich are betweenthe images.(Treilhou, 1976:90-2)
ChantalAkerman'sJeanne Dielmarl,all 198 minutes of it, is an example of what
is frequently referredto as 'minimal'cinema. So far as one can make out from
previous experience (e.g. the works of Straub), this meansthat the camerarests
for the maximum amount of time on somethingboringbefore there is a cut to a
new static set-up and a prolongedstare at something even more boring. . . Jeanne
Dielman is stoically embodied by the elegant Delphine Seyrig,here looking drab
. . . The film's time-span covers a Tuesday (stew and potatoes), Wednesday
(wiener schnitzel) and heady Thursday(meat loaf and Jeanne has an orgasmand
kills her client with a pair of scissors). This orgasm-bitis bound to strike the
serious-mindedas an unfortunatebow to crasscommercialismon Ms. Akerman's
part: it kept me hanging in. After the murder, Jeanne sits at a table, for five
minutes by my colleague Nicholas Wapshott's watch. Relatively speaking,the
schnitzel was rather skimped, but I now know how to make a meat loaf. (Coleman, 1979)
This film perpetuates the out-dated attitude that a woman's sexuality is not
indigenous but bestowed by a man. An attitude which runs counter to the
radical belief of sexual politics which states that a woman is responsbilefor and
acknowledgesher own sexuality.
At a time when women's role in society is being increasinglychallenged,it is
** Literally, 'placingin the scene': it relates to the use of the space availablewithin the screen frame.
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reactionaryto return to such demoralizingmyths. The Victorian 'sexualization'
of marriagehas contributed to many of the ills of the enclosed nuclear family
which still demandssexual role playing.(Dignam, 1979)
The central problem in feminist film and literaryworks now is this: is it possible
for the woman to express her own desires? Who speaks when she speaks? In
Rainer'sFilm About a WomanWho. . ., for example, the woman'sthoughts are
spoken by a male voice-overnarration.The woman is separatedfrom her own
language.She is quite literally spoken by men. In JeanneDielman the problemis
expressed through diegetic* silence. Although the repression of the woman's
voice is naturalizedby the fiction-most of Jeanne's time is spent alone, and
she and her son need few words to sustain their relationship-the duration,
both of the shots and of the fiction, and the lack of variationin the enunciation
of imageswork to denaturalizethis repression. . .
The contrGllingdiscourseis constructedof looks, not voices. A dialectic operates
between the one looking (camera/director)and what is being looked at (characters' actions, characters'space).Unlike the networkof looks in most films, which
is mediatedpredominantlyby eye-linematches and other kinds of match-cutting,
the logic of viewer/viewedin this film bypasses the fiction. The system of subjective shots is eliminated and with it a logic of spatial matches rationalizedby
the interest of various characters.The logic of the organizationof shots reverts
to the cameraand its markedcontroller,a feminist film-maker. . .
Jeanne Dielman bringsus into a discourseof women's looks, through a woman's
viewpoint. It is the quality and interest of the controlling look that makes
Jeanne Dielman stand out formally as feminist, and not any particularformal
feature such as the absence of the reverseshot or the duration,alone. That this
discourse is realized in silence adds to its eloquence. Who knows yet what an
unalienatedfeminine languagewould sound like? We know that JeanneDielman
was made in a fe-minineenvlronment:the director, the main actor, the cameraperson, the crew, were all women. The look of camera/directoris permissivein
that it allows Jeanne her space and the time it takes to complete her actions.
Akerman said: "It was the only way to shoot that film-to avoid cutting the
woman into a hundred pieces, to avoid cutting the action in a hundred places,
to look carefully and to be respectful. The framing was meant to respect her
space, her, and her gestures within it." Yet it is a look as obsessivein its interest
as Jeanne is in her movements.Jeanne Dielman is the image of the old viewed
actively, with fascination.La jouissancedu voir is not denied. (Bergstrom,1977:
116-8)
My point of view was that in fact this was her one strength, the space she had
kept for herself. The fact that she was frigid was almost a protection of the one
place where she was not alienated. It's supposed to be the opposite, but I really
think that if so many women are frigid it's because they feel deep inside that
that will be the last point of alienation. So, if an orgasmhappened with that
man, it's because she had weakened.It's the ritual and the routine that had kept
her going. You see? First the ritual is imposed on you. And after it's the ritual
that keeps you going becauseotherwise . . . You know what I mean? So, in fact,
* Diegesis is a term used to indicate everything in the film-story, the fiction.
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it's having that orgasmthat is the first acte manque.* And then it's a series of
actes manques after that because she is not strong enough to keep up those
barriersbetween herself and her unconscious any more. When she asks her son
to come home earlier than usual, for an afternoon snack, it's because she's
afraid to have it happen again. And then she may be thinking that she can kill
the effect by killing the cause. But in fact the cause is herself because somehow
she let the thing happen. But it's not so conscious, not premeditated.(Camera
Obscura, 1977)

Time and space, the two mental constructs by which humans organize experience, are treated unconventionally. Most of the scenes are shot in real time.
WhenJeanne bathes before dinner, we don't see merely a few erotic glimpsesof
flesh in the water;rather,we witness the entire functional processas she actually
scrubs every part of her body and then cleans out the tub. The graphic details
destroy the eroticism and make us aware of just how unrealisticand contrived
most other bath scenes really are. This use of real time forces us to see how
many steps are involvedin each simple task.
The full title of the film immediatelytells us that JeanneDielmanis defined and
circumscribedby the space she occupies-"23 Quai du Commerce,1080 Bruxelles". The patterns of her life have been determined by the social-economic
structuresof her society. In the post office, an old woman stands patiently waiting at a window as though she has had a lifetime of trainingin this pastime;the
department stores are full of other middle-agedwomen like Jeanne on quests
for buttons and notions. As in the Diaries of Anais Nin, the consciousnessand
* Mistake, but originates in Freud and has been translated(officially) as parapraxis.
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body of the female protagonistare identified with her rooms and house: all are
empty spaces waiting to be entered and activated by the male visitor. (Kinder,
1977 :4)
Her daily circuit consists of darknessand light. Jeanneturns out the light of each
room she leaves (cheeseparingeconomy);she surroundsherself with darkness. . .
the only light illuminatingthe ritual, the ritual of household chores, of the cooking, which she accomplisheswith the care, the fascinatingprecisionof a magician.
'The nimble-fingeredhousewife' or 'the fairy of the home?,significant phrases
which here take on their proper sense of supernatural,of outside-nature(the
fairy), such is the perfection . . .
The third day is the worst-she's ahead of herself, which means there is dead
time, the obsessive order starts to fall down and the (self)protection to give way
(long shot of Jeanneflopped in an armchair,dusterin hand).
These are insignificant*gestures(they become signs in the film) which will translate the line of the perspective,the decoding of the real: the coffee will not percolate (three times runningshe throws it away); cutlery slips through (escapes)
her fingers;she forgets to do up her buttons (connotation: she forgets to close
herself up, to protect herself, leaving a gaping hole in which the penetrationof
the strangebody will establishitself-the other self the Other,that's to say also
the other, the client of the third day, throughwhom will be introducedpleasure
which is incompatiblewith represseddesire).
He breaks down the barrierof the 'tSwoSelves' (the destructive drive of the
repressed resurgeswith this violence in the murder), and Jeanne will kill the
client of the third day. She has nothing to do with 'the criminal', she's too
'familiar'to us; she has to do with the ultimate irrationaltransgressionof an
order-her order (in the sense of moral order and of an orderly, meticulous
person). (Dubroux, 1976: 18-20)

Extractson Newsfrom Home
The camerain News is lost within the city, the streets, the subway. No itinerary
seems to be leading somewhere and giving an appearanceof cohesion to these
scattered locations. A cameraso lost that the people it films seem not to see it?
and when they do see, it's only with an empty or fixed stare that says nothing . . .
Crossroads,subway stations, streets, tracks. But a camera that opposes them
unth its steadiness,its capacity to capturenot only lines of vanishingperspective
but also obstructedlines, blocked by other verticals:which cut them. The travelling shot from the car shows roads closed by apartmentblocks. In the subway,
the frame is that of the doors, of the window, or of the platform framed by a
pillar (quadrilineanty)closing off the vanishirlgline. The image stumbleson itself.
Flat image, labynnthine space, which incessantly closes up again. (Dubroux,
1977:40-1)
* The French plays here on the pun of insigne/signeto show that the film uses
these gesturesthroughout to indicate how Jeanne'slife is ritualized/ordered,so
that it is through the same gesturesthat we understandthe developmentof the
film's meaning.
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Cinematographe:The final shot of News from Home is very impressive.
ChantalAkerman:It lasts ten minutes, and I found it so beautiful there was no
reason to stop it, except the end of the reel! To be no longer able to see New
York was so symbolic that I preferredto stay on this image in the mist. It's
better to keep a touch of suspense and not say: 'OK, boom, it's all sewn up, it's
ended . . .' That's so much in people's code of behaviour-which will have to
go-that it must not be: at the end of a ninety-minutefilm, pfuitt! (Cinezmatographe,1977:23)

Fiinography
ChantSAkernnan
1968- Saute ma ville (short)
1971- L ' enfant aime'(short)
1972- Hotel Monterey
La chambre(short)

1973- Le 15/18 (40minutes;co-directedwith Samy Szlingerbaum)
1974- serunElle
1975- JeanneDielman, 23 Quaide Commerce,1080 Bruxelles
1976- News from Home
1978- Les rendezvousd 'Anna
Notes
Angela Martintrained as a teacher in film studies and edits books on and for
cinema/TV education at the British Film Institute. She is a founder memberof
the Womenand Film Study Group.Until recently she has been active on women's
F.R. VoL 3-D
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issues within ASTMSbut is currently concentratingon writing an introductory
book on studying women and the cinema.
With gratef-ulthanks for differentkindsof help from: Cahiersdu Cinema,Camera
Obscura, Pam Cook, Richard Dyer, Beverley Edwards, Sue Honeyford, Diana
Matias, Dinah Marmery,Geoffrey Nowell-Smith, Erich Sargent'and Elizabeth
Wilson.
The three films are available from The Other Cinema, 12-13 Little Newport
Street, London WC2.01 -734 8508/9.
The British Film Institute Informationand DocumentationDepartmentis available only to members of the BFI, but there are various types of membership,
details of which are available from the Membershipand Publications Services,
BFI, 81 Dean Street, London W1. 01437 4355.
Advice and/or further information on film teaching, women and cinema etc. is
available from the Education Advisory Service, BFI, 127 CharingCross Road,
London WC2.01 437 4355.
Suggestedfurtherreading
'Feminism, Film and the Avant-Garde'by LauraMulveyin FrameworkNo.10,
Spring 1979, Universityof Warwick,Coventry,Warks.
'Klute: Part 1 -A ContemporaryFilm Noir and Feminist Film Criticism'by
ChristineGledhillin Womenand Film Noir, BFI, London 1978.
CameraObscura,a journal of femlnism and film theory, publishedthree times a
year, from PO Box 4517, Berkeley, CA 94704,USA.
Framework,a film journalpublishedby the Universityof Warwick,AAS Federation, Universityof Warmeck,Coventry,Warks.
Women and the Cinema: A CriticalAnthology Karyn Kay and GeraIdPeary
(eds.), 1977, New York: Dutton.
All the above and other relevantjournalsand books are availablefor referencein
BFI library or for purchasefrom the Motion Picture Bookshop, National Film
Theatre,South Bank, Waterloo,London SE1.
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Work on Women
A guide to the literature
MARYEVANSand DAVIDMORGAN
In Workon Womenrthe authors have produced the ideal guide to feminist
literature;it is a concise and yet comprehensive bibliographycovering such
topics as the family, education, work, sexuality, welfare, history,and literature.
It is likely to become a standardtext on women's studies courses, invaluable
for both the committedstudent and interestedgeneralreaderalike.
November64 pages.
Hardback0 422 77130 9 £4.50.
Paperback0 422 77140 6 £1.50.

Sex-Role Stereotyping
Editedby OONAGH HARTNETT,GILLBODENand MARYFULLER
TavistockWomen'sStudies
This collection of original papers, written by psychologists, represents current
thinking and research in the areas of sex-roles and stereotypes. The editors
have brought together papers on such topics as behaviouralsex differences,
cognitive abilities, sex differences in speech style, aspects of motherhood,
careerand familyroles, education, and androgeny.
October 180 pages.
Hardback0 422 76770 0 about £7.00.
PaperbackO422 767908about£3.50.
All prices are net in the UK only
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